PROTECTED COLOR IMAGE TRANSMISSION USING STEGANOGRAPHY BASED ON SHAMIR’S THRESHOLD
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Abstract: Steganography has become one of the most fascinating research areas in recent years. Steganography is a kind of data hiding technique that provides another way of security protection for digital image data. It is usually applied in various digital media types such as image, video, and audio at present. We present a new image sharing method based on Shamir’s (t, n) threshold scheme. In this paper we are considering two color images , one as cover image and other as secret image. Secret image is hidden in cover image. Quantization process is applied to improve the quality of the cover image .In (t, n) threshold scheme, where a dealer encrypts and divide the secret into n number of shadows. The dealer then distributes the shadows to the authorized participants. Any t out of n, authorized participants can cooperate to reveal the secret data with their corresponding shadows. Single individual participants share is of no use. The simulation results show that the secret and cover are reconstructed without loss.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Due to fast growth of Internet applications, digitized data becomes more and more popular. Because of the ease of digital duplication and tampering, data security becomes an important issue nowadays. In certain application cases, it is a risk if a set of secret data is stored by only one person. An encryption or modification of the secret data may be lost incidentally or modified intentionally. So it might be necessary for a group of persons to share a certain set of secret data. Shamir proposed the concept of (t, n) threshold secret sharing to solve this problem. The scheme is designed to encode a secret data set into n shares and distribute them to n participants, where any t or more of the shares can be collected to recover the secret data, but any t-1 or fewer of them will gain no information about it.

II. Review of Related Works

The proposed approach to secret image sharing is based on the (t, n) threshold secret sharing method proposed by Shamir[1]. In Shamir’s approach, using a secret S and a prime number m as (t−1) degree polynomial generated is shown below

\[ F(X) = (S + a_1X^1 + \cdots + a_{t-1}X^{t-1}) \mod m \]

Coefficients a1, a2, . . . . . . a t−1 – Are randomly determined from integers within [0, m-1].

Y1=F(1), Y2=F(2).............Y(n)=F(n)

The above equation represents the shadow value Y computed and issued to the participants by the dealer. The set of values present in the shadow are to be forbidden set. If the participants are less than n, no one in the forbidden set can reconstruct F(x). If the participants are greater than or equal to t then the set of shadows are called qualified set. These shadows are hidden in a cover image which produces a meaningful share which protects the shares from the intruders. Steganography is a process of deriving shadow from a secret S and produce n stego images. In [2] if t participant’s stego image is known then the secret and the cover can be reconstructed.

In this present work, the secret image s of size mxm is consider half the size of I in order to not to loose the information .A prime number m is chosen. we further assumed the i th secret pixel si is a single integer value from m x m secret image. Than this single integer is converted into binary and considering two bit as single bit by converting them into decimal. By applying degree polynomial F(X) = (S + a1X1 + \cdots + a_{t−1}X^{t−1}) \mod m

We are embedding secret image into cover image in order to get stego image and shadow image. By using the equation S=Q+F we are generating number of shares and distributing to different participants. where any t or more of the shares can be collected to recover the secret image, but any t-1 or fewer of them will gain no information about it.
III PROPOSED WORK

The flow chart of the proposed work is shown in fig (1)

Communication channel
stego image is transmitted in the channel to reconstruct
secret image with minimum of t shadow, less than t is no use.

Extracting secret image from share
Step 1: collect all shares, for all the shares perform mod(s,m)
to get shadow value
Step 2: Apply Shamir’s algorithm to get the corresponding
pixels of all the shares and put them together in order to get
stego image.
Step 3: Take 2X2 block of I and corresponding pixel of
S.Convert S into binary and convert every two bit into
decimal.
Step 4: By apply quantization process and prime number we
are reconstructing secret image. The reconstructed image has
better PSNR value.

IV EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Fig 1 Embedding secret image and cover image

Step 1: Take input image I and secret image S as half of I.
Step 2: Perform quantization process Q=(p/m)*m on cover image
in order to retain actual quality of cover image during
reconstruction. Divide the cover image pixel by the prime
number m and take the floor value, perform multiplication
by prime number on the floor value which gives the
quantized value of cover image pixel.
Step 3: Take 2X2 block of I and corresponding pixel of
S.Convert S into binary and convert every two bit into
decimal.
Step 4: Apply Shamir’s algorithm on I and S
F(X)=(S+\alpha_1 X^1 + \cdots + \alpha_{t-1}X^{t-1})mod m

Hide the decimal data bit of S into corresponding pixel of
cover I, to get stego and shadow value F
Step 5: For number of shares perform S=Q+F

Fig 2. cover image and secret image

Fig 3. cover image and Quantized image
In the existing methods, the reconstructed shadows are meaningless and the distortions are large. The proposed reversible image sharing approach for color image reveals the secret image without loss and preserves the cover image. The generated shadows are meaningful with better PSNR value compared with the previous methods. Based on (t, n) threshold scheme, any t authorized recipients can recover the secret by using the reversible process. This methodology can be further enhanced for 3D images and can be used for embedding text and embed speech.
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